Recent literature reports the growing interests in data analysis using Formal Concept Analysis (FCA), in which data is represented in the form of object and attribute relations. FCA analyzes and then subsequently visualizes the data based on duality called Galois connection. Attribute exploration is a knowledge acquisition process in FCA, which interactively determines the implications holding between the attributes. The objective of this paper is to demonstrate the attribute exploration to understand the dependencies among the attributes in the data. While performing this process, we add domain experts' knowledge as background knowledge. We demonstrate the method through experiments on two real world healthcare datasets. The results show that the knowledge acquired through exploration process coupled with domain expert knowledge has better classification accuracy.
Introduction
Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) is an applied mathematical method of data analysis. Emerging from the order and lattice theory, FCA analyzes the data which describes the relationship between a set of objects and a set of attributes of a particular domain (Davey and Priestley, 2002) . The objects and attributes are structured into formal abstractions called formal concepts, which together form a hierarchically ordered conceptual structure called concept lattice and collection of attribute implications. The process of concept formation in FCA is generally considered as a knowledge discovery from data and constructing the concept set constitutes the mining phase of data (Poelmans et al., 2010; Valtchev et al., 2004) . With its ability to unfold different views of data for interpretations and finding patterns in the data, FCA is well suited in different areas where data is to be analyzed at several levels of detail and from different view points.
However, there are a few issues in using FCA for data analysis which includes representing the domain knowledge, handling incomplete and redundant attribute or object details, knowledge reduction while maintaining structure consistency etc ( However, it is desirable to understand dependencies among the attributes before applying any such technique. One way of addressing this situation is to perform attribute exploration process. Generally, this exploration process is regarded as a tool for knowledge acquisition and discovery. Attribute exploration process in FCA determines a minimal set of implicational dependencies between attributes that hold for all objects of the domain of study. Initially, the exploration starts by selecting the objects and attributes that describe these objects. From these attributes, the exploration process computes hypothetical implications. These impli-cations are validated by a human, who is an expert of the domain of the objects. The output of the exploration process is the set of implications which are true for the chosen set of attributes and a representative set of examples of the domain of study (Cynthia, 2012 ; Jascke and Rudolph, 2013). The objective of this paper is to demonstrate the attribute exploration as a process of understanding the dependencies between the attributes. Also, the knowledge acquired in this process is integrated with the domain experts' knowledge. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a detailed background and related work. Section 3 provides the problem description and motivation for attribute exploration. Section 4 demonstrates the attribute exploration on two healthcare datasets and analyzes the results.
Background
This section focuses on the notions and terminology of FCA. Introduced by Wille in 1982, FCA is an order-theoretic mathematical framework which represents lattice as a conceptual hierarchy of the data and each element of lattice as a formal concept (Ganter, 1999; Ganter and Wille, 1999; Stumme, 2009; Wille, 2008) . The set of formal concepts is ordered by partial order '≤' such that for any two formal concepts
The set of concepts ordered by this partial order '≤' constitutes a complete lattice termed concept lattice (Davey and Priestley, 2002) . With this notion of partial order, lattices provide a clear structure for knowledge representation. Each node of the lattice structure represents a concept. Each concept is linked by a descending path to all the concepts that are labeled by objects belonging to the extent of the concept, and by an ascending path to all concepts that are labeled by attributes belonging to the intent of the concept. The most general concepts are at the top of the hierarchy.
An object g is attached to a node representing the smallest concept with g in its extent and an attribute m is associated with the node representing the largest concept with m in its intent. Hence if a node has an object g, then all the nodes above it also contain the object g. The smallest concept for an object g is called the object concept of g. Similarly, every attribute will have attribute concepts in the lattice. In the lattice structure, instead of labeling the elements with all their objects and attributes, we label the object and attribute concepts with their generating objects and attributes.
Definition 3.
An attribute implication is an expression P → Q, where P, Q ⊆ M, is true in C if each object which has all attributes from P has also all attributes from Q.
The basic assumption is that P ∩ Q = ∅ i.e. the attributes in the premise P are discarded from the conclusion Q. 
Problem Description and Exploring Attributes
Formal contexts, concept lattices and implication bases represent the same structural information of a dataset. From the formal context representation, concept lattice and an implication base can be derived. Alternatively, with the help of implication base, all possible intents can be defined from which a suitable formal context and a lattice structure can be obtained (Wille, 2008) . However, there are cases where the set of objects of a domain is either incomplete or too large to be listed completely. Also, the attribute implications from a context generally hold for the objects from that context and do not hold for all objects of a domain. To address these issues, FCA provides a method called attribute exploration for incremental construction of formal contexts. Given a set of objects belonging to a subject domain and their descriptions in the form of presence or absence of certain attributes, attribute exploration aims to build a set of implications that hold for all the objects in the entire domain and a representative set of its objects. Similar to the attribute exploration, FCA also supports object, rule and concept explorations (Stumme, 1995) .
The main purpose of attribute exploration over a context C is to generate the DG basis of implications and an associated context. The process of attribute exploration is interactive, which suggests the attribute implications to the domain expert. The role of the expert in this process is to validate the implication. At each step in the process, an implication base for the context representing the domain data at that step is generated and shown to the expert. Given an implication P → Q, the expert can either accept the implication or refute it with a counterexample. The counterexample is an object O, where O ∈ G, that has all attributes from P, but there exists at least one attribute from Q that the object O does not have. With these counterexamples, object set of the context can be obtained. These objects or counterexamples are sufficient to determine the structure of the concept lattice. Since the decision on validity of an implication cannot be reversed, the counterexamples cannot contradict with the already confirmed implications. This interactive and iterative method completes both the logical specification and the basis for the constructed context. The concept lattice of the domain is isomorphic to the concept lattice generated from the relatively small set of objects.
The algorithm proposed by Ganter and Wille (1999) computes non-redundant and complete set of implications. Practical implementation of this algorithm can be found in some of the FCA tools such as ConExp, Conexp-clj. However, this implementation does not consider any available background knowledge.
This exploration process is regarded as the first and well known FCA based procedure for knowledge discovery (Poelmans et al., 2013a). Obiedkov et al. (2009) have shown that attribute exploration can be used to create lattice-based access control models by considering one by one dependencies between security labels. Revenko and Kuznetsov (2010) have proposed an approach based on attribute exploration for studying the relations between properties of functions on ordered sets. Very recently Jaschke and Rudolph (2013) have proposed an approach for supporting attribute exploration process by Web information retrieval. Their approach has potential to speed up the attribute exploration process. In another interesting work, Aswani Kumar (2013) has performed attribute exploration for designing role based access control.
Experimental Results and Discussion
We demonstrate here the attribute exploration on two healthcare datasets which are part of consumer healthcare informatics project of Medical Research Council of South Africa (Horner, 2007) . The diseases which were studied in the project are Tuberculosis (TB), Chronic Bronchitis (CBr) and Hypertension (HP 
Chronic Bronchitis
Chronic Bronchitis (CBr) dataset contains the data about 7 patients for various symptoms of CBr and experts' rules for determining the disease. Table 1 shows the list of various CBr symptoms. Table 2 lists experts' opinions in the form of rules applied in determining the disease using the symptoms listed in Table 1 . Table 3 shows the formal context, also known as object-attribute binary incidence matrix of CBr data with details of 7 patients. Figure 1 shows the concept lattice obtained by applying FCA on the CBr incidence matrix given in Table 3 . Concept lattice shown in Figure 1 is of height 6 and contains 10 concepts with 12 edges. As discussed in Section 2, nodes in the concept lattice structure indicated the object and attribute concepts only. From the formal context shown in Table 3 , along with the concept lattice, FCA has produced 9 implications in the DG basis i.e. the implications with 100% confidence. Implications which make positive conclusions about the CBr are of interest in this study. Table 4 lists all such implications derived from FCA. If the antecedent of an implication which has the target attribute in its consequent is a subset of the antecedents of an expert's rule, then we can consider that the expert's rule is subsumed by the implication. From Table 4 , we can understand that antecedent of the implication 2 is subset of the antecedents of the expert's rules. Implication 1 is not part of the experts' rules. However none of the implications in the DG basis, shown in Table 4 , is overlapped exactly with any of the experts' rules. Hence these implications are considered as new knowledge about the domain. 
PC SP MC CS CT SB WC SM CBr
Obj 1 X X X X Obj 2 X X Obj 3 X X X X X Obj 4 X X X X X X X X Obj 5 X X X X X X Obj 6 X Obj 7 X Table 5 lists all the explored questions and corresponding counterexamples by the expert.
From the counterexamples and the experts' rules listed in Table 2 as domain knowledge, we get the resultant formal context as shown in Table 6 . From Table 6 we can observe that object 1 to object 6 are obtained from the counterexamples provided by the domain expert. Objects 7, 8 and 9 are the domain expert rules of CBr disease as mentioned in Table 2 . Figure 2 shows the concept lattice obtained from the resultant context. The new lattice structure is of height 6 and contains 15 concepts with 23 edges. Along with the lattice the resultant context has produced 13 implications in the DG basis. Implications that conclude CBr are listed in Table 7 . We can observe that the support count of the implication {SB, SM → CBr} is increased due to the fact that the experts' rules are being considered as domain knowledge. From Table 7 it is clear that the context obtained after exploration has PC SP MC CS CT SB WC SM CBr Obj 1 X X X X X X X X Obj 2 X X X X X X Obj 3 X X X X X Obj 4 X X X X Obj 5 X X Obj 6 X Obj 7 X X X X X X Obj 8 X X X X X Obj 9 X X X X X Table 6 . Resultant context after exploration and combining experts' knowledge. Table 9 . Expert rules for TB.
Tuberculosis
We have conducted experiments on Tuberculosis (TB) dataset which contains the details of 21 patients for various symptoms of TB as a training data, symptoms of 10 patients as testing data and experts' rules for determining the disease. Table 8 shows the list of various TB symptoms. Table 9 lists experts' opinions, in determining the disease using the symptoms listed in Table 8. Table 10 shows the formal context, also known as object-attribute binary incidence matrix of TB training data. The last column of the matrix indicates presence or absence of TB as diagnosed by the treating doctors. Figure 3 shows the concept lattice obtained by applying FCA on the TB incidence matrix given in Table 10 . Each node of the lattice structure shown in Figure 3 represents a concept. Concept lattice shown in Figure 3 is of height 11 and contains 101 concepts with 253 edges. From the formal context shown in Table 10 , along with the concept lattice, FCA has produced 33 implications in DG basis. Implications which make positive conclusions about the TB are of interest in this study. Table 11 lists all such implications derived from FCA.
From Table 11 we can understand that antecedents of the implications 4 to 9 are subsets of the antecedents of the experts' rules. Also, we can observe that these implications subsume all the experts' rules. Implications from 1 to 3 are not part of the experts' rules. However none of the implications in the DG basis shown in Table 11 are overlapped exactly with any of the experts' rules. Hence we treat these implications as new knowledge about the domain. Proceeding as above, we accept 36 implications and provide 13 more counterexamples before attribute exploration stops. Table 12 lists all the explored questions and corresponding expert acceptance or counterexamples. From these counterexamples and the experts' rules listed in Table 9 , a new resultant formal context is obtained as shown in Table 13 . From the resultant context we can understand that the new formal context represents the original knowledge (shown in Table 10 with 21 objects) with 16 objects. Also, from Table 13 we can understand that the objects 1 to 16 are obtained through exploration process and objects 17 to 24 are obtained from the experts' knowledge listed in Table 9 . Figure 4 shows the concept lattice obtained from the resultant context, having a concept count of 135 with 356 edges and height of 11. Along with the lattice, FCA has produced 44 implications in the DG basis. From this list, 13 implications that are inferring TB are shown in TB  TB  TB  TB  Obj 24  TB  TB  TB  TB  Obj 25  TB  TB  TB  TB  Obj 26  TB  TB  TB  TB  Obj 27  TB  TB  TB  TB  Obj 28  TB  TB  TB  TB  Obj 29  TB  TB  TB  TB  Obj 30  TB  ---Obj 31  TB  -TB  TB  Classification  Accuracy  80%  90%  90%   Table 17 . Classification accuracy on TB test data.
PC SP MC BS CS WL NS NA CP SB TC TN TB
Further, we have performed specificity and sensitivity analysis of the results shown in Table 17 . Specificity measures the proportion of true negatives being correctly classified while sensitivity measures the proportion of true positives being correctly classified. We have used two real world healthcare datasets for experimental analysis. All of these experiments are conducted using ConExp (http:// conexp.sourceforge.net/) in which a general purpose implementation of the attribute exploration without background knowledge is available. Hence, to this process we have combined domain experts' knowledge as the background knowledge (Belohlavek and Vychodil, 2009; Ganter and Wille, 1999) . The analysis has concentrated on the implications with 100% confidence due to the fact that the formal context is of medical domain. An implication in the DG basis can have a low support and can still be valid if it does not contradict to any example of the context. Identifying the dependencies existing in a domain allows efficient data analysis. Attribute exploration is a way to identify these dependencies. From the analysis we can observe that the attribute exploration process merges the objects having equal set of attributes. Such merging of the objects can be performed as a data preprocessing stage. Generally, the attribute exploration would be performed in the conditions where objects are infinite or unknown. Hence our analysis also started with an object empty context in the exploration process. So this merging can be regarded as a natural outcome of attribute exploration process. The number of necessary exploration steps depends on the counterexamples provided by the expert. However, the result of attribute exploration is not a minimal set of objects needed for determining the structure of the concept lattice. From a formal concept lattice, we can find a minimal concept lattice so that it can avoid redundancy while maintaining the structure consistency. Future work can also focus upon extending the relation between conditional functional dependencies and FCA (Medina and Nourine, 2010). Exploration of fuzzy attributes in FCA is also an interesting research (Cynthia, 2012).
Conclusions
Attribute exploration process in FCA provides a means to acquire knowledge and transform it into a formal model. Through this process we understand the dependencies between the attributes of the model. However, the available implementation of this process does not consider the background knowledge of the domain. In this paper we have combined the knowledge obtained from the attribute exploration process with the knowledge available with domain experts, so as to better understand the dependencies between the attributes. Our analyses on two real world healthcare datasets conclude that this integration resulted in better classification accuracy than the experts' knowledge. 
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